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Teachers can view progress reports for every student, 
detailing the student’s achievements by date completed, 
lessons viewed, practice quizzes taken, and assessment 
results. The assessment results link individual questions 
to the related curriculum standards, showing the 
student’s strengths and weaknesses in great detail.
The tools in SOLARO bene�t teachers by reducing much 
of the time usually spent in planning, preparing,  
grading, and reporting.
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SOLARO | Student Oriented Learning, Assessment, and Reporting Online                    
A grades 3-12 learning resource for math, science, and English language arts accessible both 
online and on mobile devices.  SOLARO provides age-appropriate, curriculum-aligned 
lessons, activities, exercises, and quizzes with detailed solutions. Content, in the form of text, 
graphics, and multimedia is available 24 hours a day in a well-organized and highly   
engaging system.  SOLARO was designed by educators to respond to the needs of the three 
major stakeholders in education: students, parents, and teachers.

SOLARO’s TEACHER INTERFACE makes it easy to manage a full 
suite of classes and students. The user-friendly system allows teachers to 
add classes and to populate them with students with just a click of       
the mouse.
Teachers can easily view all their course content, as well as the 
specific curriculum standards linked to each lesson. Educators 
can be confident that relevant content is covered in detail, as 
most curriculum standards have multiple lessons attached to 
them. Teachers can also use the playlist feature to add in 
their own customized content, including documents, 
media, and web links...

Immediate scoring and reporting enables teachers to 
track performance and helps them to determine if 
further instruction or remediation may be needed
at the individual or class level. Class results can be 
anonymously displayed on a whiteboard for 
class-wide review.

With the assignment generator feature in SOLARO, teachers can assemble customized 
assignments with problems selected from an extensive database of educator-reviewed 

questions automatically sorted by subject, topic, and lesson. Teachers manage student access 
to any given assignment, controlling the time available for completing each assignment. 

These assignments may be provided to students digitally or in print.
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SOLARO provides a secure and guided online environment for students 
as they study, work through exercises, and take assessments. The home 
screen encourages good study habits by providing a customizable, 
ordered to-do list and an overview of previously completed 
assessments and quizzes...

All progress is saved instantly so
students can access their mobile
devices and continue where they
left o� on their home computers.

While viewing an individual lesson, students can easily create notes and �ashcards for
future studying. Notes and �ashcards are linked to the original lesson and assembled 

under a separate tab, sorted by subject. Peer tutoring is also built into the lessons
by a monitored discussion board shared by all SOLARO users.
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Students are awarded stars for each lesson they review or every assessment they 
complete. As students accumulate stars they can use them to purchase rewards

to build a personalized avatar.  This provides incentive by providing a fun, 
interactive, motivational reward for participation and success.
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SOLARO’s PARENT INTERFACE allows parents to monitor their 
children, and it provides detailed reports for each child’s account. 
These easy to read reports show how many activities have been 
completed, when they were reported, the progress of the student 
through each of their courses, the level of achievement on tests 
and assignments, and deficiencies that may need to be 
addressed. Parents can configure reports to automatically 
send to their mobile devices. 
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